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ff Mr.

Pim Passes By" Hits Boards
Tonight, 8:30. Favorites Cast

Leading role in tonight's open
ing of "Mr. Pim Passes By", third
Pacific il.ttle Theatre production
of the season, will be played by J
Marilyn I)ow, veteran PLT per
former, when the curtain goes up
at 8:30 on the first of four per
formances of A. A. Milne's cele
brated English play. The other
three performances are scheduled
for tomorrow night, January 18,
and Friday and Saturday, Janu
ary 24 and 25.
Seen only in a small role in
"You Can't Take It With You" so
far this season, Miss Dow will
be playing her first top role since
last season's "Tomorrow's Sun",
in which she portrayed Joan of
Arc.
Cast in the starring males roles
are George Tomajan and Jack l)eVoe, both of whom have played
outstanding parts in previous Lit
tle Theatre productions this sea
son. Tomajan will be seen as a
pompous and tyrannical second
husband of Miss Dow, Who objects
to the marriage of his niece to a
young artist, played by DeVoe.
How the artists and,niece (Lyn
ette Christensen), with the aid
of the leading lady, finally man
aged to foil the father is what
makes Mr. Pim so interesting.
Set in modern day England, the
play will see David Farley in the
title role of Mr. Pim, with Char
lotte Verdi and Gail Monroe
rounding out the cast.
"Mr. Pim Passes By" is under
the capable direction of P.L.T.
head, De Marcus Brown.
Tickets are still available, ac
cording to business manager Art
Farey, for tonight's performance.
The box office will remain open
through the afternoon and eve
ning tonight for the benefit of
latecomers.

Senior Pics
Associate Editor of the Naranjado, Carroll Doty, has re
quested that all graduating
senior and sophomores be
sure and have their graduation
pictures taken at Austin's Stu
dio in Stockton before Janury 31st. No pictures will be
taken after that date.
Tickets for the gradution
pictures will be on sale for
the last time today at the
Bond Booth. Caps and gowns
will be furnished by the stu
dio for the seniors.
Sophomore girls are request
ed to wear round necked white
blouses without collars for
their pictures. Sophomore boys
should wear dark suits.
Summer graduates must al
so have their pictures taken at
Austin's before the January
31st deadline to get them in
the Annual.

TONIGHT AT 8:30
January 17, 1947—No. 14

Bruce Coleman
Weekly Editor

A special assembly was called
Wednesday during the 11:40 pe
riod for junior college veterans
who are receiving Federal aid
under Public Laws 16 and 346 in
Drama Man
order to acquaint them with the
fact that the Veteran's Adminis
Bruce Coleman, senior, three year journalism student, was se
tration will not pay for infirmary
lected by the Publications Committee Tuesday to head the Pacific
fees.
All veterans who live on the Weekly for the coming semester. He was chosen on the third ballot
campus must pay for the infirm after two bitterly contested pollings.
• The committee was rescued
ary service in order to be ac
from a deadlocked first ballot by
cepted.
a
tardy member. Coleman gained
NOT
PHILOSOPHY
All veterans who live outside
a one point victory on the second
of the Stockton Unified School
ballot, wbich was subsequently
District, like all non-veterans in -VIRILE FORCE
challenged by the opposition on
this classification, must take out
the grounds that one member of
infirmary service as one of the SAYS DR. DAY
the Publications Committee was
conditions of acceptance by Stock
ineligible
to hold office and vote.
ton J. C. Veterans who live in
Speaking powerfully of religion
The vacancy caused by the in
the Stockton Unified School Dis
as "not Just a philosophy but a eligibility was filled at last Mon
trict are not required to pay for
infirmary service. The Stockton virile force", Dr. Albert E. Day, day night's meeting of the Execu
Board of Education will pay 2.50 nationally prominent Methodist tive Committee, and a third bal
per semester for health service leader, keynoted College of Pa lot was taken on Tuesday which
for all students in the district, cific's trqditional Religious-Em gave Coleman a clear cut victory.
Miriam Martell, assistant busi
veterans or otherwise. These phasis Week at a dinner in the
ness manager during the current
students are urged to pay an SCA Monday night.
De Marcus Brown, Pacific Little
semester, was selected to handle
additional $5.00 in order to ob
Following up with the regular
Theatre head, and director of the tain the complete infirmary serv
the business end of the Weekly
forthcoming stage production, ice, consisting of treatment and ly-scheduled speeches and inspir
next semester.
ational services throughout the
"Mr. Pim Passes By."
hospitalization, which the health
Coleman announced that he has
service does flot include. The week, Dr. Day continued to bring selected Carroll Doty to act as
lessons of living to College of
Junior College has already paid
Associate Editor. Doty has served
Parents of Veteran
for the infirmary service of vet Pacific students with a definite several terms on the Weekly staff
impact of friendliness and inspir
Originate Scholarship erans but it now becomes neces ation.
both as a V-12 student and more
sary for the veterans to reim
recently. He is also employed by
For Pacific Students burse the junior college for such His frequent speeches made an the College of Pacific publicity
ever-lasting impression on his
payment.
department.
audiences—if the ever-increasing
Establishment of a new schol DISCRIMINATION
l'rank Jeans will handle the im
arship by Mr. and Mrs. Frank
California junior colleges and size and attention of the audienc portant sports assignment with
V. Mayo, honoring the memory veterans in these junior colleges es throughout the week can be
of Ensign Joseph Sherwood Mayo are being discrminated against used as a yardstick—and each Dave Gerber as Associate Sports
for Stockton Junior College or by the Veterans Administration. address was laced with entirely Editor. Nanci Rinehart takes over
the society page, while Marcia
College of the Pacific students Under the G. I. Bill veterans are fresh illustrative material and
Lou Brown was chosen as Fash
was announced this week by Ed entitled to tuition, books, student quotation that never last their i
ion
Cditor.
appropriateness.
ward Betz, Dean of Men.
body memberships, health fees
Helen Howard, present Society
"New Life for a New Age", the
Known as the "Ensign Joseph and transportation for inspection
Editor, was appointed Feature Ed
Sherwood Mayo Loan Fund" the trips up to $500 per year. The theme for R-E Week in 1947, was itor by Coleman. Bob Ailing takes
scholarship has been established Veterans Administration arbitrar never alluded to directly but the over as News Editor, while Chuck
with the intent in mind of making ily limits the tuition to junior thread of continuity interlacing Orr will handle the Rewrite Desk.
loans from time to time to mem colleges to $100 per semester the entire program hinted repeat
John Tucker will take over the
bers in good standing of a chap which means that the junior col edly of the underlying philosophy new job of Photo Editor.
ter or Order of DeMolay, spon lege loses money for every vet of the theme.
Coleman stated that his plans
sored by Stockton Bodies, Ancient eran accepted although the Vet
In addition to the program for the Weekly for the Spring
and Accepted Scottish Rite of erans Administration will pay schedule Dr. Day and Religious- Semester have not crystallized
full costs for veterans in all pri Emphasis Week enjoyed a num as yet, but he promised that he
Freemasonary.
Such members may be either vate colleges. The Veterans Ad ber of extra-curricular and im would carry on the same general
active members or former mem ministration will not pay health promptu presentations. On Mon policy of the paper, although he
bers who have received their fees and transportation for in day night radio station KAEO— intimidated that he may have
Majority Degree. Applicants will spection trips for junior college so recently the brain-embryo of several ideas that he will try out
be selected upon the basis of veterans because the State Edu the campus radio fraternity—- for student reaction.
character, school record, need and cation Code provides that no fees aired an interview session about
Coleman replaces Nancy Demsincerity of purpose in acquiring shall be required of junior college R-E Week with Art Farey acting ing who has edited the Weekly
students.
as master of ceremonies and Dr. for the past semester.
an education.
This repudiates the statement Day as the guest of honor.
If no member or former mem
Dr. Day was again over the air
ber of the Order of DeMolay ap made in lastweek's paper about
plies and is accepted within any the payment for field trips, etc. on Wednesday night and gave French Embassy to
one year, then, in the discretion This ruling of payment applies other short talks at other gather Send Painting Exhibit
of the Trustees, loans may be to all but Junior College Students. ings.
made to other male students GET BUSY!
During his stay here Dr. Day
The F"rench Embassy in New
The solution to this problem
otherwise eligible. Preference
has resided with Chancellor York City is sending to the Stock
can
come
only
from
the
Wash
shall be given at all times to mem
Knoles in his, home on campus.
ton J. C. and The College of the
bers and former members of ington headquarters of the Vet The honorary dinner at the SCA Pacific an exhibition of color re
erans Administration. It has been
DeMolay.
was given through the efforts of productions of French Art rang
Funds loaned under the scholar stated that the faculty will join the Home Economics class in ing fom the Primitives to 1800 on
with
the
veterans
in
protesting
ship to borrowers shall be used
COP. The morning programs were Jan. 20 to Feb. 3. The exhibition
by the recipients only for tuition, aginst this discrimination by the planned and executed through will be followed by films on Feb.
Veterans
Administration
.
..
how
living expenses and other neces
the efforts of Mr. Lawson. The 28, Perles du Djerid, Tunisie;
sary academic expenses while the ever, the college faculty is usable evening vesper services were April 7, un grand potier; and May
to
do
anything
about
the
matter
borrowers are attending Stockton
planned by Dr. Lindhorst and 20, Marve.
Junior College and the College as it now stands. It is up to put into effect by the religious
These exhibitions and films are
YOU . . . the Junior College Vet
of Pacific, or either.
works class of COP. Publicity for being shown especially for the
eran
who
is
being
affected
by
Amounts of each loan shall be
and during the week was the class of French Civilization but
determined by the Trustees of this ruling, to organize and make
work of Art Farey and of Tom should be of general interest to
yourself
heard.
the Fund, and will not exceed a
everyone.
Stevens of KAEO.
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

Lynette Christensen To Play Ingenue
Lead Opposite Jack Devoe in "Pim''
By CARROLL DOTY

Vet's Administration
Discriminates Against
Jr. College Veterans

"MR. PIM PASSES BY"

Publications Committee Takes
Three Ballots in Editor Choice
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Poet's Corner

EDITORIAL
PRESSURE GROUPS - PRO AND CON
One of the greatest forces in organized representative
government is the pressure group!
It can be a force for the great common good. When used
in the right manner—pointed in the direction of honesty
and integrity—the pressure group can accomplish much
that the mere single crusader cannot. Especially if it has
power and influence backing it up.
But taken in the same light, the well organized pressure
group that is infested with selfish aims can do very much
harm. By the very same reason that this group can become
a force for the great common good, it can also become a
very harmful weapon in the hands of the wrong people.
Every day some kind of pressure group is at work
trying to mold the path of America, both in domestic and
foreign affairs, in Washington. Similar groups are at work
in London, Paris, even Moscow. Most certainly they are in
evidence wherever the UN convenes.
They are an integral part of legislative government.
Here at Pacific, only on a much smaller and somewhat
less organized scale, pressure groups are very much in evi
dence. Only here at Pacific they do very little good. For the
most part the local pressure groups have selfish motives;
they are out for the good of a small, select group of persons
They have no interest in the common good of the school—
or at least, very little interest.
A good example of the complete lack of interest in the
common good of the college emerged from the contest
f<3r Editor of the Pacific Weekly for the Spring term re
cently. It only went to emphasize something thoroughly unAmerican which has been going on on the campus for many
years.
This semester's staff of the Pacific Weekly has no of
ficial interest in who takes over the job in February. It is
only interested in seeing that the Pacific Weekly's readers
know exactly what is happening so they may judge for
themselves.
The contest for Editor was not a contest between two
gentlemen; it was a contest between two living groups. It
narrowed down to a distasteful political battle between two
pressure groups each intent on having and using the power
and glory that goes with the job selfishly.
Somewhere along the line all thought of what the job
of Editor of a paper means was forgotten. It became a joke.
A farce. The people concerned with the choosing; the people
working for and against the pressure groups; even certain
other living groups, not directly concerned, became en
meshed in the underhanded dealings that transpired.
The idea behind choosing any official, national or local,
is completely and irrevocably the job of all the people con
cerned, in this case the students of Pacific. Their representa
tives are charged with following the majority of the stu
dents' wishes. But somewhere in all of the shuffling, deal
ing, and re-shuffling and re-dealing, the general idea was
lost.
A newspaper is to "give light, that the people may see."
This editorial, without taking sides or trying to grind an
axe, has tried to do just that. The question seems to be plain
enough. Isn't it time Pacificites starting working for Pacific
—not themselves?
Lorraine Hock, and Naomi McCallum; for Recording Secretary,
Margaret Chrislou and Isabelle
Monte; for Treasurer, Paul Petri
Elections for Newman Club of
and Ernie Stuart; and for Cor
ficers will be held Tuesday dur
responding Secretary, Winnie Re
ing the regular club meeting.
gis and Corrine MacDonald.
Those nominated and eligible for
office are as follows: For Presi
The General Sherman tree, 37.3
dent, Darwin Babtista, J o e
Thorpe, and Manuel Furtado; for feet in diameter and 273.9 feet
Vice President, Penny Fitzgerald, high, is in Sequoia National Park.

Newman Club Posts
Election Nominees

PACIFIC# WEEKLY

Nancy Demlng, Editor-in-Chief
Dean Simpson, Chair* Of Publications

Sally Logan, Business Manager
Dr. A. E. Woodall, Faculty Advisor
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Bruce Coleman
Carroll Doty
Marilyn Nelson
Johnny Tucker
Buf Cole
Helen Howard
Nancy Nichols._
Marian Jacobs...
Frank Jeans
Jim Wntters
Bob Ailing

-

..

..

..
..

Associate Editor
Assistant
News Editor
..
Sports Editor
Feature Editor
..
Society Editor
..Fashion Editor
..Re-write Editor
..Exchange Editor
Cartoonist
..Librarian

Don't be scared, Honey, I'm right beside you

Issue
At Hand
By CARROLL DOTY

We saw a newsreel at the mov
ies the other night that was cer
tainly made with an eye to mak
ing one sit back and think about
a few things.
The makers called it "The Past
Two Decades Seen Through the
Eyes and Ears of the World"—
quite a long title for such a short
feature. In covering the past twen
ty years the producers couldn't
have used up more than 18 min
utes of the onlookers time. That's
really skipping over the years in
a flicker, with a flicker.
1927 TO 1946
Just think. In less than twenty
minutes a flock of picture takers
back in swivel-chaired offices in
New York let the rest of the
world see everything important
that happened between 1927 and
1946. inclusive.
Now you know what will hap
pen in 1966, undoubtedly. The off
spring of the present powers that
be will have streamlined the
newsreel business. There'll prob
ably be new cameras, new tech
niques, maybe even some new
cameramen.
Why, we wouldn't doubt at all
if maybe they could give the high
lights of the next twenty years
in ten minutes. Maybe even less.
It's an astounding world we're
living in.
STOP AND CHECK
Only it makes us stop and take
a check. In watching the events
of past years pass before our
eyes, a lot of other ones passed
by that weren't there on the
screen.
For instance, time was taken
out of the precious 18 minutes to
record pictures of the Lindberg
kidnapping case and a bridge up
in Tacoma, Wash., falling down,
to name a couple.
We have nothing but the high
est sympathy for both Lindy and
the good people of Tacoma, who
lost their bridge, but it is a little
hard to see where they rate more
space, say, than Hitler's march
into Austria (not mentioned at
all), the holding of the line
against the Japanese by the Mar
ines at Guadalcanal (ditto), or
even the President's declaration
of war on December 8,1941, (dou
ble ditto).
The Eyes and the Ears of the

Student Union
Continues Drive
For New Funds

| The following poetic sketch
! done in a Freshman English class
may well remind us of the Death
Valley trip and its rainbow ,|Ust
colors of the great southwest.
DUST
powdery fog engulfing all objects
under an internal blanket of soft
ness . . .
soft silent clock of increasing
time
the swirling biting torrent of
earth
taken heavenward by the qu^
reckless breath of the wind
the picture of hot steaming desert
path,
trodden by a lone lazy mule
engulfed in hazy invisibility
miriads of small flying swirling
particles
engaged in a crazy mad dance to
an unknown destination
hot dry horny lizards basking
themselves on the sun baked
flats
cattle slowly milling across a
quiet desert horizon at sun
rise.
—H. K.
Congratulations H. K., inten
tional or not, this is poetry.

The Student Union Drive is
continuing through the semester
and soliciters are contacting the
members of the student body in
dividually. If anyone should be
missed, donations will be accept
ed in the Student Union office,
the old barber shop next to the
bookstore, from 10:45 to 4:30 ev
ery week-day.
Approximately $300, which is
one-tenth of the goal, has been
received to date since the start of
the drive on Jan. 6, according to
Lowell Jensen, treasurer. Students
who feel they cannot afford to
give now can make a pledge,
whether large or small, through
a solicitors on a receipt which is
payable at the most convenient
time within the next semester.
The students of Stockton J. C. and
C. O. P. must participate enthus
iastically in this campaign if they
expect any financial help for the
faculty, parents, alumni, and
merchants. Those who realize the
importance of this project con
sider it very necessary for the
conveniences of the entire stud
ent body, for it is to be a central
location for P.S.A., Pacific Week
ly, Naranjado, and Alumni offic
es, bookstore, tea room, lounge,
dining terrace, barber shop, and
recreation hall, adequate for
dances. This "Pacific Memorial
Union" is to be erected in mem
ory of the alumni of Pacific who
died in the service of our country.
Two new members have been
added to the steering committee.
They are Gerfy Moffat and Harry
Hammer. The committee also in
cludes: Bill Gingrich, chairman;
Janice Potter, secretary; Lowell
Jensen, treasurer; Gordon Tornell, Pauline Fox, Bill Tobiassen,
Evelyn Nauman, and Paul Berger.

If I Had the Wings
Of an Angel! / /
Four ugly walls. A quiet,
strangely silent room and a wait
ing desk cluttered with business
like-looking papers. My Spanish
book lay open and a letter from
Johnny, still unanswered beside
it.
Slowly I closed the door and
breathed a weary sigh, looking
sadly about the empty room. 1
rushed to the radio and quickly
turned it on. Frankie's voice
floated dreamily through to me
and I sat down heavily upon the
bed.
Outside the boys in Fraternity
Circle were singing loudly and
laughing. I peered longingly out
the window into the moonlite
night and watched a couple stroll
hand in hand across the lawn.
Sighing again I took a piece ol
paper and pencil and scratched
out a few words and took a pm
and put it on my door.
Back to the hall studies. Out
in the hall some girls read the
forlorn looking sign and repeated
the fatal words, mockingly:
"Campused!"

Ex-Com.
At Work

It was Monday evening, •Ia"u
ary 13, when the Ex-Commit e
gathered at the home of Ellen *
Deering, Registrar, for an infor"1
al business meeting.
Business proceedings g°t u"
derway when the committee a
World turned out a fairly decent cepted plans for a carnival-da'11';'
job, all things considered. Their benefiting the World Stui e
pictures were good, in some cas Service Fund. These plans were
es spectacular, even if their sub submitted by Al Teieheira, who
^
jects were not the best.
is co-chairman along with >11
A good, heart-rending series of Coleman. The canival-dance
shots was the FDR group, 1933 scheduled for March 1st hi
to 1945. There you saw a relative Civic Auditorium and will be
ly young looking man at the start, to student body card holders
gradually graying and failing in
Dean Simpson presented a ^
health, until the pictures taken of all eligible for the vacanCyf,,,-at the Yalta conference left no the Judications Committee- - ^
doubt the grim reaper was on the ian Jacobs was chosen to ''
way.
spot.
(s
That was the story of the past j After the meeting, refeslmie
'were served by Miss Deeringtwo decades.
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Somebody's Looking
At You

BETROTHED

Bv NANCY NICHOLS

Pledge Party at
Epsilon Thurs.

The annual inter-sorority pledge
Are you on campus? Or are
party was held on Wednesday,
you just staying in because the
January 8th in the living room at
last week of January seems to be
Epsilon. The sororities partici
appoaching lots faster than you
pating in the party were TKK,
Surprise announcements of another engagements was made at thought it would, and that stack
Alpha Thete, and Epsilon.
Epsilon Lambda Sigma the other night when Mary Flaa revealed of books keeps rising higher and
Tau Kappa put on a pantomine
her betrothal to Bill Gingrich.
your conscience falling lower?
about a beautiful princess who
The bride-elect is the daughter*
Whatever your reason for keep
had such a bad disposition that
of Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Flaa of San
ing to your room, it is important
»
she couldn't seem to keep any of
Francisco and is a fifth year stu
TO WED
that you be warm, comfortable
the handsome princes. Finally
dent at College of Pacific. She
and at least un-rightening in ap
|she turned over a new leaf and
is affiliated with Epsilon Lambda
pearance. The last fact is of es
the play ended with her in the
Sigma sorority. Bill is the son of
pecial importance if you happen
[arms of the handsome lover. The
Mr. and Mrs. James Gingrich of
to get hungry during the evening
skit was hilarious and everyone
Taft, California. He is a senior
and decide to wander up to Tlior's
was weak with laughing.
in College of Pacific and will re
or the Avenue. In that case your
Alpha Thete put on a Bob Hope
ceive his degree in mathematics
best lounging bet would be slacks
show, with the pledges dressing
at the completion of his fifth
i pedal-pushers or jeans depending
up to depict the characters on the
year. He was affiliated with
on how casual you wish to be.
show. Jerry Colona went over
Sigma Nu fraternity at U.C.L.A.
Wool plaids in slacks, pedalwith a bang when Pat Keagy
while attending that school.
pushers and even shorts- are ex
stepped out with ping pong balls
tremely popular this year, and if
The couple have both been ac
glued to her eyes.
you are built on pole-like lines
tive in numerous affairs. Mary
The Epsilon pledges gave a
The passing of a five pound
they create an effective, if loud,
was editor of the Pacific Weekly
skit in the form of a slumber
impression. For those on the box of candy to Alpha Theta Tau party. All the girls were dressed
and Bill was active in the Stu
sturdier side and for the more in sorority sisters last December 22 in pajamas and blankets were
dent Union drive.
hibited loungers, dark wool ped revealed the engagement of Joyce spread out on the floor for them
Wedding plans are for Febru
al-pushers, especially navy blue Horrall to Frank Burkett.
to sleep on. One of the features
ary 2, after which the couple will
ones, are recommended. What
live in Stockton.
The announcement came as a on their skit was a story of the
ever your choice of style, we as climax to the romance which be three little pigs, Temple, Roberts
sure you that there is no more gan early last spring, When and Cruickshank and the big bad
comfortable and attractive wear Frank entered C. O. P.
terrible Tomajan. The skit ended
for loafing or playing than wool
Joyce, the daughter of Mr. and with an original song about
slacks either full length or hacked
Mrs.
Brice Horrall of Vallejo, pledge life.
off anywhere from ankle to knee.
After the entertainment refresh
If you are in for house clean will graduate this June with ele ments of cider and doughnuts
Vets Club Will Meet
Morris Chapel was the setting
mentary
teaching
credentials.
ing, garden digging or all-round
were served in the dining room.
December 22 for the wedding Zeta Phi Sorority
manual labor backstage, there is
Frank, now attending U. C.
ceremony of Joann Fore, daugh
no doubt as to the correct garb. Pharmacy College, was affiliated
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Millard Fore, Next Monday Evening
Only jeans, old, faded, rolled-up with Omega Phi Alpha while at
and Winston Boone, son of Rev.
jeans could be appropriate. They C. O. P. Previous to that, he
A joint meeting of Zeta Phi
A. R. Boone.
are
a standard joke; they are our served with the Army Air Force
Omega Phi Alpha announces
Preceding the nuptials, Evelyn sorority, and the Veterans Club generation's badge, but let oth for 2% years. He is the son of
will
be
held
Monday
evening,
their
new officers for the coming
Dow, accompanied by Burdette
ers scoff as they 'will, they are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burkett,
Fore, cousin of the bride, sang January 20th, upstairs in the SCA still practical and even rather formerly of Vallejo, and now of semester. The following mem
bers were elected to office at
wedding songs. As the couple Building at 7:30 P. M.
fetching in their own way. With Pittsburg, California.
their last housemeeting: Bill Elli
The purpose of the meeting is a huge plaid shirt or a baggy
knelt at the altar Miss Dow sang
The couple have made no def son, president; Leo Pochini, vice
the Lord's Prayer. The bride to establish better social rela sweat shirt, you are set for any
inite
wedding plans.
president; Harry Hammer, Secre
tions
among
campus
clubs,
and
groom's father performed the
type of activity with no need to
tary; A1 Kolb, treasurer; Frank
to formulate a basis for future fear for spots or cleaning bills.
rites.
Jeans, reporter; Lou Balaz, guard;
Wearing a gown of white nylon social activities.
You can't relax properly if your NORMA PHILIPS
Walt Pinska, chaplain; Ted Clark
taffeta with lace panels and long
A short business meeting of feet aren't feeling casual too.
train, the bride carried her Rain both organizations will be con Slippers used to suffice, but they WILL WED IN AUG. recorder. These officers will take
over their duties as soon as the
bow Bible with orchid markers. ducted previous to the joint meet were only good for indoors. Now
Norma Leigh Philips' friends
Her fingertip veil was held by a ing. Mr. Garlington, faculty spon we have offered a new item—the were pleasantly surprised to learn new semester begins.
halo of matching net.
sor of the Veterans, urges all vets Little John, a soft sUede shoe with of her engagement to John H.
Kathryn Jones was maid of to attend this meeting. There will a light sole that-can be worn with Robbins. The news came as a News Brief
honor in a gown of fuchsia faille be discussion on certain official great comfort in the dorm, around complete surprise when Norma's
styled with cap sleeves. She car business, and pictures for the the campus and even down town room-mate presented her close
Buff Cole, ex-feature editor of
ried a lavender French bouquet Naranjado. It is advised that the if you don't happen to be suscep friends at West Hall with a beau the Pacific Weekly and now Pvt.
and wore a matching headband. Vets wear coats and ties for the tible to flat feet. Add to this the tifully decorated box of candy. in the Army, \%ited the campus
Yvonne Jackson and Bonnie Fore pictures.
Sunday January 12th. His pass
fact that these little items make
John lives in Palo Alto and is from Fort Ord allowed him one
were bridesmaids in pale blue A program, including music and one feel like a cross between Ro
gowns styled identically with the skits, will be presented by botb bin Hood and a Shakespearian now attending San Jose State.
day to say hello, and a tentative
maid of honor's and carried old- organizations. Doreen Chapelle actor, and I'm sure you'll want to
Norma is attending COP, how good bye to his friends. Word
fashioned bouquets of lavendar will serve as general chairman of try the effect too.
ever, this is her last semester. has it, as the Army rumors go,
and fuchsia flowers with match Zeta Phi, assisted by Marianne Then there are after ski boots, The wedding date has been set that Buff may be off for China—
ing flowers in their hair.
or India soon.
Steele; Dorothy Reimann, and those wooly numbers in loud col for sometime late in August.
Robert Boone, brother of the Dorothy Eaton. Bill Doyle will ors that ward off the chill breez
bridegroom, was best man and act as general chairman of the es that manage to sweep through
ushers were Millard Fore Jr., Veterans Club assisted by Will the halls of living groups no mat
Joseph Wilson, Donald Kolb and Heitman.
ter how much heat is on. There
Alvin Inman. The bride's father
Refreshments and games will will be an increase of their num
gave her in marriage.
conclude the meeting.
ber on campus as soon as the
A reception followed in Epsilon
many new knitters discover how
Lambda Sigma Sorority where grand representative to the State easy they are to make.

MARY AND BILL TO MARRY

Joyce Horrall is
Newly Engaged

Joann Lore is
Newly Wedded

"Mary Flaa

Omega Phi Election
Held Last Meeting

poinsettias and a large Christmas
tree were used in decorations.
Betty Colvin and Margaret Boone
served while Kathryn Nesbit was
in charge of the guest book.
The couple spent their honey
moon in San Francisco.
The bride is a past worthy adriser of Wood lo Assembly,
Order of Rainbow, and the

DANCING
Wed. Sat. Sun.

of Tennessee. The newlyweds are
both attending Stockton Junior Auto Crash Injures
College where Mrs. Boone is af
filiated with Epsilon Lambda Queen Candidate
Sigma Sorority. Mr. Boone served
Patricia Gregory, former queen
in the Army for 2% years.
candidate of 1946's Mardi Gras,

REFRESHMENTS
on the

CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET'
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

V

received a painful broken collar
bone Monday morning when a
Greyhound bus, evidently out of
control, forced Norm Narin's
Buick convertable completely off
the Marsh Creek road before
crashing into them.
Norm received minor bruises
and possibly two crushed ribs.

Mount McKinley in Alaska
rises higher above surrounding
territory than any other moun
tain in the world.

Stockton's Finer Store"
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BLISTER PFISTER

SPORTS
MIRROR

WEEK-END SEALS
Already boasting a slim threepoint win over the San Diego Az
tecs in conference play, the Tig
ers take the road today well
aware that the events of this
week-end will definitely seal
their fate in the league.
Cal Poly, the locals Friday night
Hank Pfister trods by Aztec Kenny Hale wihle Lou Franz stands opponents, were whalloped last
off to right and Jack Toomay waits in the slot. The Bengals played week by Santa Barbara but it was
the San Diego Staters to the tune of 37-34.
the same Musatng team that
trailed Pacific 21-8 in the first
seven minutes of the San Jose
clinic and then came surging back
to end the melee in a 26-26 dead
lock.

POOR EQUIPMENT
Basketball seems to be the only
sport given the nod for class;
and this is only COP basketball.
The JC hoopsters wanted perspir
ation (it isn't polite to say sweat)
suits but they couldn't be found.
According to some JC gridders,
the Cubs were using everything
but bare feet for shoes. Heard
quite a few grumbles from them
when they got wind of the stock
of new cleats collecting dust just
out of their reach.
Of course, new equipment is
The newly appointed College
hard to get; I realize that.
of Pacific Football coach, Larry
This is no time to stop. I might Siemering made his first official
as well say a little about the Gym dinner debut, last week before
equipment. When the Navy came, the East Bay Chapter of the Pa
so came some tumbling mats— cific Alumni Association held in
badly needed. When the Navy the Bellini restaurant of Oakland.
left, so left the mats. I tried to
Accompanying Siemering as
talk Coach Jackson into buying guests of the Alumni Association
them. The Navy greed to sell were COP's athletic manager Bob
them. Don't ask me what Hap Monagan and the two young foot
pened; but we've still got the ball stars of last 'years eleven,
same three or four old sheets of John Rhode and Eddie LeBaron.
steel.
Coach Siemering's first dinner
No punching bags, and no speech was filled with humorous
gloves even if there was a spare ancedotes of previous seasons, but
bag around.
he ended with a sober note of
Why can't we have some indoor sincerity when he related that
horizontal bars, an abdoninal COP is now planning towards the
board and some small dumbells? point where Pacifies athletics
I'm asking you!
will eventually be on the same

Pacific Tigers Nose Out Aztecs In
Tough Season Opener 37-34!

Larry Siemering
Talks to Alumni

Practice Season
Ends with Cub Win

-H*
Closing out their practice sea
son with a convincing 68-23 vic
tory over the Hcilister JC quin
tet, the Stockton Cubs looked for
ward to their Conference opener
with the strong Placer Junior
College aggregation. The dead
line for the paper makes it im
possible to cover the game on
Norman Higgins

Vogue-Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553
Open Friday Evening
7 — 9 p.m.

Opening the CCAA league play
for Pacific, the Tigers nosed out
the San Diego Aztecs, 37-34, last
Saturday night in the Pacific
pavilion.
Heading Bengal scoring was
Jack Toomay with 12 digits and
Grant Dunlap with 10. Pacing
Aztec talliators was John Swezey
with 10 points. The famed Willie
Steele was held to a lone score
by "Long" John Toomay and Bob
Klinger.
FOULS WON
Pacific came out victorious
over San Diego via the foul line,
having made 17 out of 26 fouls.
The Tigers never led by more
than six points and only had a
18-16 lead at intermission.

Aztec bucketeers poured
through 15 baskets for the eve
ning, five more than the Tigers,
but the Bengals' 17 free throws
level as any other school of its made up the difference.
size.
The box score:
Bob Monagan, young athletic
San Diego
manager, in speaking to the Al Pacific
f « ft
fg: ft
umni Association, said "He felt Pfister, f 0 0
Hale, f
3 1
Kennedy,
f
1
1
4
Cerf,
f
that the advancement of Larry Enos, f
Smith, f
1
0 0
Nutali, f
2
Siemering to the Pacific coaching Proulx, f 0 0
4 10 Hampton, f ft
Dunlap, f
staff and the 1947 home schedule Toomay,
6 12 Steele, c ft
c
ft 'ft Timmons, c 2
which is highlighted by the Santa Klinger, c
0 2 Swezwy, g 5 ft 10
Franz, g
Clara—Pacific football game Oct. Levy, g
ft 0
1 5 Newlee, g ft
1 1 Gumina, g 1 ft 2
g
18, would bring football to a new Hardin,
Hutch
Chin0 0 0
high of interest to Alumni fans chiolo, g ft 1 1 inson, g
and would present them also TOTALS 10 17 37 TOTALS
15 4 34
with the responsibilities of help
ing to sustain a high type of ath
letic program.
GROCERIES
January 15th, but the Placer cagers ruled slight favorites.
Stockton J. C.
Holister J. C.
f g ft pts
f
ft pts
~
0 10 Bourdet
0 6
1 10 Graham
0 2
0 8 Inflice
0 4
0 12
Kamm
0 0
0 8 Obata
0 2
0 6 Culli
0 2
2 6 Gomez
0 2
1 5 J. Marion
1 5
1 3 Gray
0 0
x

Clenlents
Dyhre
Monnich
Detrick
Morgan
Rehnert
Pierce
Leighton
Reghitto

TOTALS

Phonograph
Records

CHRIS

Risking their flawless CCAA
record to the precarious condi
tions on a road trip, College of
Pacific's basketball Tigers go ajourneying through central and
southern California tonight, to
morrow and Saturday, there to
engage such formidable confer
ence rivals as Cal Poly, Santa Bar
bara and San Diego State.

By JOHNNY TUCKER
I was trying to talk Larry
Siemering, our new head football
coach, into buying some new
equipment the other day. I don't
know whether I got across my
point, but I hope I did.
I've heard the many remarks
about the sloppy appearance of
our players on the greensward.
Those .sloppy togs, by the way,
were new this season.
The good word has it that we
have have new white uniforms
for the coming season. Those plus
new helmets of the viking type
would certainly display class.

Travels Ahead for Tiger Quintet
Mustangs, Gauchos Aztecs Ahead

31 6

TOTALS

11 1 23

POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel

LATEST RATES
Current ratings of the teams
place Cal Poly in a tie with Fres
no for the weakest team in the
conference, but the Mustangs
have been consistently hard to
beat on their home court.
Saturday night's hoopla with
the Santa Barbara Gaucho's is
definitely the crucial of the ser
ies. The Gauchos have two
straight wins in league play
along with an imposing practice
game schedule to back up their
high-grade publicity.
GOUCHO—POWER
After tromping on Cal Poly last
Friday they knocked over Fresno
State 47-40 and established them
selves in undisputed first place
in the CCAA.
With plenty of
height—including 6 ft. 5 in. center
Vern Hubler—and plenty of
shooting accuracy—including di
minutive sharp-shooter Coke Mor
rison—the Santa Barbara quintet
hrnteisashrdlucmfwyp cmfwypp
ranks just behind San Jose in
overall strength.
The return match with the Az
tecs on their court next Monday
should be more closely fought—
were such a thing possible—than

Joaquin Miller, Poet of the
Sierra, published his first volume
of poems in 1868.

SALE

STORM KING SKI JACKETS
Water Repellent

Were 9.95—NOW 7.95
ARMY SKI BOOTS
Were 12.95—NOW 7.95
SKI-TOW GRIPPERS
Were 3.50—NOW 2.95
COMPLETE STOCK OF SKIS AND ACCESSORIES, CLOTHING
AND BOOTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
Weber and American

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

the see-saw battle here last week.
VENGEFUL AZTECS
High-scoring Aztec Don Nutthall who was held to a paltry
five points by the skin-tight
guarding of Tiger forwards will
be on his home court with men
like Kenny Hale and Bob Swezy
to support him.
Bengal coach Chris Kjeldsen is
cautious about the chances of his
proteges in the coming threegame an dfour-day series. "Teams
are always tought to beat on their
home courts", he says. "There is
no reason why we can't win ev
ery game, but with strange hard
wood and strange officialing it's
impossible to prdict an out
come."
SQUAD DEPARTS
The twelve-man traveling squad
left early this morning for San
Luis Obispo and their opener
with the Cal Poly Mustangs to
night.

WE DELIVER DAILY
(Except Sat.)

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

Chris Kjeldsen, Tiger hoop men
tor, hopes to bring back victories
from his Southern jaunt.

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

HARDWARE

Dial 4-465'
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GIRLS' SPORTS
W. A. A.

Cub Hoopsters Take Road! Face
Sac. and Ahambra Quintets

By BERTHA CHADWICK

Sac. Panthers Considered One of Top Clubs!
4lhambra Already Dropped by Cubs 62-36

The big day came and went
Saturday, January 11, when the
Women's Athletic Association of
this campus sponsored a basket
ball playday nd were hostesses to
girls from the University of Ne
vada, Scrmento College, Modesto
j. C. and Chico State.

Facing one of the toughest quintets this season, the Stockton Jun
ior College basketball five travel to Sacramento tonight to tangle
with Sacramento Junior College. Rated as one of the top Junior
College outfits, the Capital City outfit has rolled over all opponents.
They were nosed out, however, in the Modesto tournament by San
Francisco J. C.

At 8:30 definite signs of life
could be seen in the gym since
registration was beginning. At
9:00 twelve shivering girls took
their positions on the court to
start off the day. The games pro
gressed in this order:
C.O.P
Modesto .—
Chico
Modesto
Sacramento
Modesto
Nevada
Chico
Modesto
C.O.P
Nevada -

6

4
9
3
12
5
5
12
9
11
5

SAC STARS
Sacramento floors two scoring
threats in Pete Peletta and
George Stanich. Peletta has tal
lied 81 points in the last six
contests, while Stanich poured
through 79 digits in the same
number of engagements.

21, the Cubs move over to Mar
tinez to match buckets with Alhambra Athletic Club for the
second engagement of the two
teams.
In their last meeting Stockton
walked over the Athletic club,
62-36. This should be a little easier
CUBS TOUGH
game for the young Bengals after
The Stockton Cubs, on the other their Sacramento contest.
hand, are rated about equal. They
have a season record of four wins ALHAMBRA STAR
Alhambra will be led by "Hank"
and three losses after a poor
start. The junior Tigers now have Callahn who dropped in 15 digits
three wins in a row and are gun against Stockton last week. Aid
ing Callahan will be Art Whitning for the fourth tonight.
mer, assistant COP varsity bas
STOCKTON ACES
ketball coach.
Leading the Cubs scoring will
Starting for Alhambra will be
be Leonard Detrick, Buster Cle
ments, and Jack Dyhre. Other Gotelli and Shelby at forwards,
Stockton scoring threats are Walker at center, and Callahan
Bobby Leighton and Jack Pierce. and Whitmer at guards.
The starting line ups for the
The local J. C. scoring power
has been displayed in their last Sacramento game tonight:
three games as they poured Sacramento
Stockton
F
Clements
Cooper
through 205 points.

Nevada
7
Sacramento
14
Nevada
10
C.O.P
"10 1
Chico
17
Nevada
.15
Sacramento . ..
12
C.O.P
.14
Chico
17
Sacramento
12
Sacramento
_6

As any reader can see Sacra
mento came out on top with four
out of five games in the bag.
At 12:00 approximately 120
hungry girls went en masse to
the SCA bldg. where a spaghetti
dinner was served. At 1:00 the
entertainment began featuring
the WAA tumbling team which
starred two atomic anatomies
named Mary Ann Ferguson and
Ilene Storz.
F
Detrick
Committee chairmen for the
Linck
...C
Morgan
Stanich
ALHAMBRA TUES.
day were as follows: General
G
Dyhre
Urbano
G
Rehnert
Next Tuesday night, January Peletta
chairman, Mary Donaldson; Pro
gram Design, Lillian Mlcoch;
Decoration, Carol Aroniovici; En
tertainment, Mary Ann Fergu
son; Food, Lee McGary. Others
Jim Nelson, 38, filters through for a set-up while Ed Lapayade, front,
who helped in making the playand George Key watch for a tip in.
day a success were: Carol Tuttle,
Dorothy Holtberg, Dorothy Purkey, Margaret Flopping, Ruth Hopeful Outlook
Ski Club Plans
Posgata, Irene Speer, Betty De
For
Pacific
Blacks
•
Bald Mt. Conf. Meet
Vlieger, Dorothy Haas, Jeanne
Burbank, Joyce Preston, Lois
Adding the Pittsburgh Veter
"The Pacific Ski Club will be
Lenfest.
ans Athletic Club to their already
Members of the teams who long list of victims, the College gin activities with a bang next
played for Pacific were:
of Pacific Blacks forged ahead semester", says Pres. Bob Wilson.
Pat Corwin, Marlyn Carson, in the last seconds last Saturday Inability will rein until finals
Claire Ruiz, Janice Potter, Rose night in the local gym to win are over.
Bob plans on spending the lay
Meyers, Winnie Merriam, Eliza handily 59-50.
off between semesters in Alta
beth Kauka, Cathy Cain, Theresa
Utah (racing mecca of American
Aberle, Mary Ann Ferguson, LEADING SCORERS
It was the Blacks tenth win in skiers) for further racing exper
June Sutterfield, Bertha Chadience.
wick, Lillian Mlcoch, Rebecca thirteen games this season.
Big Bill Tisher, Bud Klein and
Roberts, Shirley Mahony.
Plans are being laid for Pacif
WAA advisor is Miss Eleanor Jimmy Nelson all shared high ic's entrance in the JC Ski Con
• SURPRISE—BECAUSE WE HAVEN'T HAD ONE
scoring honors for the collegians
Cole.
ference meeting at Bald Moun
with 13 counters each.
tain under the sponsorship of
IN MANY YEARS . . . . ALL SEASONAL MER
Bob Malmberg led the Veter
Monntezuma, 1479-1520, ruled
Modesto JC. Some 14 schools are
ans
with
23
points.
the Aztec nation at the time of
expected to participate.
CHANDISE FROM OUR REGULAR STOCKS RE
the Spanish conquest.
Rich Bramwell and his gang
HOPEFUL OUTLOOK
According to coach Bob Mona- has been spending time at Pedd
DUCED FOR THIS IMPORTANT PRE-INVENTORY
gan, the Blacks, bolstered by their lers Hill.
LATEST DISC-HITS
The
weather
change
should
new players from the football
SALE.
team, have shown steady im make for good skiing this week
provement in the last two or three end. Ski wisely and remember—
games and are potentially capa It's form, not speed, that makes
RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS
ble of winning the second half the good skier.
of City League competition with
"Waiter, bring us each an or
out much trouble.
REDUCTIONS ON SPORT AND LEISURE JACK
Let us supply you with all
der of T o r t o n i Sponginelli,
your musical needs.
ETS, OUTDOOR JACKETS, ROBES, SWEATERS,
Salmon are occasionally landed please!"
"I'ma sorry, I no can do, genstone
dead.
The
large
hooks
used
JOHNNY CALVIN on them frequently pierce the tlemcns. You see, dotsa da pro
SPORT SHIRTS, MUFFLERS, GLOVES, SLIPPERS,
2016 Pacific Avenue
prietor!"
brain.
WOOL HOSES, HATS AND SHORTS. '

SURPRISE!

NO *
cv

RECORDS

Shellubrication

MILLER-HAYS CO.

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone J-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

BrSJS & MsKiiSAfc!
•for men — for boys

Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

313 East Main St.
Dial 2-0229
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Cinderella Didn't
Know Her Prince

99

I /-

Schedule of Final Examinations
January 27-31 (incl.) 1947

One night last week a red buick
Note—All Junior College classes must meet as scheduled, either
convertible (not George Tomafor an examination or regular class work. Classes and
jan's—there are two of those in
examinations irfust be hell for the full period as stated on
the country) pulled to a stop be
this schedule. Any variation from this schedule must be
side three coeds who were walk
ing across the campus. The girls
approved by the Vice-Principal.
managed to raise their eyes from
Class ordinarily meets:
Examination Time:
the side-walls and saw three
young men of various shapes and
Daily, M. W„ W. F., M. F„
sizes, looking very congenial.
or
"Where's the radio studio?"
M. W. F. 8:00
Monday
10:00—11:50
one of them asked, and they told
M. W. F. 8:55
.Tuesday
10:00—11:50
him. Up went the window, off
M. W. F. 9:50
Wednesday
10:00—11:50
went the convert, and down went
M. W. F. 10:45
,
Friday
10:00—11:50
the girls' hopes.
M. W. F. 11:40
Thursday
2:$$— 3:50
But it didn't end there. Never
M. W. F. 12:35
Monday
2:00— 3:50
was a coed that easily put off.
M. W. F. 1:30
Tuesday
2:00—3:50
Episode two—a few hours later,
M. W. F. 2:25
-Welnesday
2:00— 3:50
the three guys emerged from the
M. W. F. 3:20
Thursday
10:00—11:50
campus studio and eased them
selves into their luxurious tobog
T. Th. 8:00
Tuesday
8:00— 9:50
gan by General Motors. Some
T. Th. 8:55
Wednesday
8:00— 9:50
thing red was pinned under the
T. Th. 9:50
:
Thursday
8:00— 9:50
windshield wiper.
T. Th. 11:40
Monday
8:00— 9:50
T. Th. 12:35
Thursday
12:00— 1:50
"What's up?"
T. Th. 1:30
Friday
8:00— 9:50
"A traffic ticket?"
T. Th. 2:25
Friday*
2:00— 3:50
"In this dump?"
T. Th. 3:20
.Monday
12:00— 1:30
—they asked, and—
"I dunno."
Courses given at 4:15 or 7:15 P. M. will have the final ex
"I doubt it."
amination at the regular hour on the regular day during ex
"Why don't you look and see?"
amination week.
—they answered.
If any one-hour course presents conflict in examination
They did look, and they found
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between the
a note addressed to three men
class and the instructors.
in a red convertible, from three
If an examination is given in laboratory work, the ex
coeds in—, well, they gave the
amination hour corresponding to any of the regular labora
name of the hall they stayed in.
tory hours may be chosen.
"Let's go."
Courses meeting T. Th. at the same hour and one other
"What're we waitin' for."
hour on either T. or Th. will have examinations at the time
"I'm on my way."
corresponding to the hour that these courses meet on both
—said the three men in the red
T. and. Th.
convertible, but then somebody
remembered the tickets they had
Physical Education Activity courses will not meet during
to 'State of the Onion.'
the examination week, but the physical education staff will
"We can phone from the thea
maintain a recreational program at every hour so that stud
tre."
ents may obtain needed exercise during the examination week.
"Right."
"Check."
—they said.
Unfortunately, it was ten min
"We thought so" the man said.
"Between the acts."
utes to curfew?time by now, and
"She doesn't dig you, Jack,"
"Check."
only one of the three girls was another of them said. "Let's go
"Right."
available. However, the three home, before the housemother—
—they added.
men from the red convertible did that what you call them?—singes
And so they did—or tried.
spend ten minutes of scintilating my collar. She's breathing down
"All I wanted to do was tele conversation with her, under the my neck."
phone."
increasingly ominous eye of the
Outside the hall, one of the
"They act like. they know us housemother. That creature had
crew of the convertible turned to
here."
never seen any callers quite like
Let's try some fraternity these characters, so she spent that one of the others and said, "You
know, boys, I don't think she
phone."
ten minutes pacing the floor ol
heard that radio show. In fact, I
And so they did—or tried.
the hallway outside the livingwould say she had never heard
"Line's busy."
room.
of 'Pat Novak' at all. She would
"Yeah?"
"Did you hear the 'Pacific Pre have recognized our voices."
"Yeah."
miere' from KAEO tonight?" one
—they said.
of the men asked the coed.
The venom of the black widow
"Well, let's try the radio studio
"Well—ah—yes."
spider, drop for drop, is 15 times
phone."
"Pretty good, wasn't it?"
more potent than that of the rat
But when a phone's busy, it's
Mm-hm," she answered.
tlesnake.
busy, no matter where you call
from."
"But the radio studio is in sor
S E R V I N G P A C I F I C
ority circle. That'll make it eas
ier to change our mind and just
go see the girls. Let's go."
And back at the radio studio—
"Line's still busy."
"Right."
"Check."
—they said.
"Well?"
"We know where they live."
"Let's go."
434 E. WEBER
DIAL 8-8628
—they said. And they did.

TED'S

MEAT MARKET

College Cleaners

Gypsy Baron
Next Musical
Production

direction of Dr. Lucas Un^."
wood and stage director 0f tyj
cus Brown will be entirely ma(j.
A glance into the crystal ball up of student voices and mu, •"
for next semesters musical activi cians.
ties brings a glimmer which
The production to be presents
next semester will be the "Gyn!!
Baron" by Johann Strauss. Tht
is the first time such a project
has been undertaken at the Col
lege of Pacific other than the
Pacific Summer Music Camp
Plans are being made for a
class in opera which will make
use of a special orchestra nd
chorus for this purpose. The
class will consume about two
hours each week, which will pro.
vide valuable experience as well
as unit credit for those participat.
ing.

DR. UNDERWOOD

Dr. Lucas Underwood, who has
come to the campus this year to
instruct music has had experience
with such work, having been Pro.
fessor of Music for seven years
at the Margaret Hall School for
Girls in Versailles, Kentucky.

+-

§7

with
J U N I O R

E S S E N T I A L S

D o n ' t w a i t till t h e w e a r y t w e n t i e s c a t c h y o u . . .
latch on to beauty now . . . with Ardena Junior

Essentials.
CLEANSE with Ardena Cleansing Cream, 1.00 to 6.00
(swish goes the soil, your complexion's clean)
REFRESH with Ardena Skin Lotion, 85c to 15.00 (all
a-tingle on a tiny cotton square)
SMOOTH with Velva Cream, 1.00 to 6.00 (ever own
a face of velvet?)
MAKE-UP (lightly) with Featherlight Foundation,
1.00, Cream Rouge, 1.50, 1.75. Cameo or Illu
sion Powder, 1.00, 3.00, Lip Pencil, 1.25 to 2.50.
Nail Lacquer, 1.00.
all prices plus taxes

LETS MEET AT

We give Quality
Plus Service
FOUR-DAY SERVICE
2314 Pacific Ave.

Fountain Service

PHONE 2-7774

3216 PACIFIC AVENUE

three forty east main
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Burnham Award Guys and Gals
Go to Two Home On Campus
Ec. Majors
By DAVE GERBER
Virginia Morrell and Judith Andews Peightal, COP coeds, have
been awarded the first two schol
arships recently established by
bee and Dahl Burnham of Burnbain Brothers in Stockton.
The scholarships, set at the
amount of $375.00 each per year,
are to be awarded by the College
Scholarship Committee to two
students who'have demonstrated
an aptitude in the field of Home
Economics.
Eligible students are expected
to take work in the Home Arts
department and must also take
enough courses in Business Ad
ministration to make them adept
in business methods.
The Burnham brothers are in
hopes that the annual scholarships I
"will attract a number of young
people into the furniture business '
which in general will help lift
the level of home decorative art."
Students interested in applying
for the scholarships should con
tact Mrs. Ahnstedt, Chairman of
the Home Economics Dept., or
Mrs. Groves, secretary to Presi
dent Robert Burns.

hart of Epsilon Lambda Sigma. Second Alma Trio
Nanci, born at an early age, 19
years ago in Oakland, made her Concert, Jan. 23
Thursday evening, January 23,
first important step in the world
.at the age of thirteen months, the second in the series of Alma
from where young Rinehart kept Trio recitals will be presented.
growing upward until she became The program consists of the fol
lowing numbers: "Trio in C ma
A decorative blonde with a dec the editor of Oakland High's
jor,' Op. 87, by Brahms: "Sonata
newspaper.
orative smile offset with spark
in A major," Op. 69, for Cello
Graduating, June, 1945, our
ling blue eyes all come well to
and Piano, by Beethoven; "Sonwho's who for today chose lit
gether to present one Nanci Rine- tle Pacific to further her ambi- nata for Violin and Piano," by
Debussy; and "Trio in D minor,"
I tions in journalism, and dabble a
Op. 49, No. 1, by Mendelssohn.
bit in the realm of art. Nanci,
WHO!
combining talent with her other
possessons, has been decorating Govt. Veteran's
sorority and college dances, doing Discrimination
a swell job on the Mardi Gras
Continued from page 1)
fete.
Suggested ways of doing this,
After sitting with this delect include writing letters to your
able bit of feminity for a while, congressman and speaking to
things became a little leary, and members of the Stockton Ameri
I dazedly remembered deadline, can Legion. Speak to your fac
interview, editor, until 1 guess my ulty advisor and make your sen
fangs must have shown, as Nanci timents on the subject known.
began to ask me questions. But
assuring her I was on official
Nanci just shyly bowed her head,
business, 1 forced myself back
and very cutely said no! For one
into the role of reporter (what
tremendous second, the traditions
a way to pick up a unit).
of journalism were at stake, but
Nanci's hobbies are strictly ath alas as you can see, I made the
letic (outdoors that is) favoring deadline. (Epsilon number is in
skating and swimming. She cuts phone book)
w
a mean figure on ice, in fact she
Miss Rinehart enters her high
cuts a mean figure swimming, in sophomore year as next semes
fact she just cuts a mean figure. ter's society editor, so you boys
Hopingly, I ask if there is any at men's hall will have to check
NANCI RINEHART
one particular beau on the scene. 1 upon the use of knifes and forks.

Mayo Scholarship
Award for Pacific
(Continued from page 1)
maximum of $2,000.00 to any one
person. Loans will be advanced
to borrowers in monthly install
ments of not more than $50.00
per month, as needed. No more
than $500.00 will be advanced to
any one person in any one year.
Ensign Mayo, a former student
of Stockton Junior College, was
killed December 21, 1945, in an
accident near San Diego, Cali
fornia.
He was a member of Stockton
Chapter, Order of DeMolay, nd
of Delta Lodge No. 471, F.&A.M.
He enlisted in the navy in 1941.
After two years attendance at
the U. S. Naval Academy at An
napolis, Maryland, he was gradu
ated and commissioned as an En
sign in November 1945.
Born in Stockton, Ensign Mayo
had lived here all his life, with
the exception of his military
service.
Board of Trustees for the new
scholarship fund consists of
Frank V. Mayo and Clara Ann
Mayo, parents of Ensign Mayo;
Con Mantele, Deputy of the
Grand Council of DeMolay for
the 5th District in California;
J. A. Kasper, Venerable Master
of Stockton Lodge of Perfection;
and Edward Betz, Dean of Men

RONDO
BOUTS
By EVELYN GRANT
To those who heard the Alma
Trio last Tuesday, remainder to
attend the second concert will be
unnecessary. But just in case
you missed the first in the series
of three recitals, don't deprive
yourself of the best the music
world has to offer in the field
of instrumental ensemble.
The second recital is scheduled
for Thursday evening, January
23rd, at 8:15, in the Pacific Con
servatory. The complete program
is in another place in this week's
paper so look it over and see
what you're missing if you play
hookey again.
Tuesday evening brings up the
third in the series of composer's
rectials. This time it is an all
Mendelssohn program with the
Conservatory Symphony Orch
estra climaxing the concert. The
program consists of the folowing
numbers: "Prelude and Fugue in
E minor," played by Dorothy
Garner, pianist, "Choral and Vari
ations from the Sixth Organ
Sonata," by Melvin West, organ
ist, "Variations Serieuses," Betty
Jacobson, pianist, "On Wings of
Song," and "Lord God of Abra
ham"—from Elijah by Eugene
Pence, baritone, with Vivian Jarvis at the piano, and "Fingal's
Cave" Overture with the orche
stra conducted by Horace I.
Brown.
Allan Bacon is straying from
the fold again this week. Evi
dently the Stockton weather is
too much for him, because this
time he plans on absenting him
self for four days. However he
claims it is all in the interests
of art and his series of piano-lec
ture recitals on "Music, the Uni
versal Language, and it's Role in
the Peace to Come."
Prof. Bacon will be in Garberville on the 18th, Fortuna on the
20th, and Eureka on the 22nd.
He says he plans to do a little
hrousing on the side, so any old
(Continued on Page 8)

wish to announce the opening of

The Record Bari
and invite the public to come in and get acquainted
SPECIAL EVENTS!
ONE NIGHT ONLY
PERSONAL APPEARANCE

who will be here to entertain and to autograph all his
records and albums,
MONDAY NIGHT JAN. 27th, 1947
FROM 7:30 —8:30 P.M.

F A Y E 8c R O B E R S O N
34 N. California St.
Stockton, California
Robert E. Denny, Mgr
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CASTLE OF DEATH VALLEY
SCOTTY TO BE SEEN ON TRIP
Bv"CHUCK" ORR
By"CHUCK"
ORB

.. Turnups.,
By . . . "Half-a-Jug"
Out of the turnup patch comes
a new crop of t's . . . Gene jjot
tarotti who took to "the bathtub"
with a broken ski . . . Doroth
Anne Petersen driving her lgp
Chevrolet "Hubba Hubba Venus"
in direct violation to all natural
and unnatural laws ... and a
new eagle in the halls of Ry.
zomia ... as well as a song, a
can of paint and Tomajan
Turnups come and turnups g0
and some go on forever . . . jn
the old turnup line comes Dr
Farley of "Well, dearly beloved
—and others—" and "Mr. Finney"
fame . . . "Pop Daley ... and a
new bearded one—John Howland.

Mention of the name of Walter Scott in a crowd of people will draw stares of disinterest, but
just change it to "Death Valley Scotty" and people immediately perk up their ears.
KWG (1230 kcs)
This colorful character has an inseparable connection with the history of Death Valley. He and
his fabulous Castle in the middle of the largest desert area in the Western States have long lent BROGRAM SCHEDULE
color and atmosphere to a region already packedwith romance.
KAEO (660 kcs) Daily
To the students of College of*
Morning
7:30—Crackin' the Dawn
Pacific making the Death Valley SCOTTY
DR. KNOLES DR. BAWDEN 8:00—Popular Songs
Trek, Scotty and his Castle are
always one of the biggest points
g ;30—Mild and Mellow
9:00—Sign Off
of interest on the trip.
Evening
Death Valley Scotty, with flair
for personal publicity, has almost
7:00—"660 Club"
attained the status of a legendary
7:30—Combos
character. His $3,000,000 palatial
8:00—Study Time
castle home in the Northern end
Weekly Woozles:
9:00—Featured Bands
of Death Valley has long been
9:30—Rhythm on the Levee
Winnie the Pooh laughed when
an established tourist mecca.
10:00—11:00—Night Owl
Mistress of the Spoken Word
Only recently has some of the
KWG (1230 kcs)
Pelaroque conversed with John
true history of this "mystery man
Sun., 8:30 a. m.—Chimes
Marion at the basket ball game
of the desert" been brought to
Mom, 6:30 p. m.—Radio Stage
. . . but not as much as when
light.
Mon., 8:15 p m.—Out Nowhere
Archite Farewell gave his "Hell
For many years, "Scotty" had
Tues., 7:30 p. m.—Sports
Week" Address in the Dining
claimed that his great wealth was
Tliurs., 6:30 p. m.—Prevues
Hall, Merdinger spoke on "Labor"
derived from a mine somewhere
Thurs., 8:30 p. m.—Symposium
in Union Square and Julio Harris
in Death Valley. He carefully
Sat., 11:00 p. m.—Mystery
traveled incognito . . .
nutured this yard by making
KCVR (1570 kcs)
On the home front 8 sorrowing,
periodic trips into the desert,
Sun., 10:15 a. m.—Bookshelf
sad, singles faced eviction when
eluding all shadowers, and return
KTRB (860 kcs)
Manor Hall with-a-washing-maing after a few weeks with prod
Sun., 10:45 a. in.—Bookshelf
chine said "Out! We have decided
igious sums of money and gold.
Wed., 8:15 p. m.—Pacific Speaks to consolidate our married
He 'startled the country early
forces!' At the same time . . .
WOW
in the century by coming out of
As can be seen on the above from the halls of Naranjado
the desert with his pants bulging
schedule KAEO has filled its en- where Hoffman sells her books
with $1,000 bills. Demanding a
I gine with diesel and is chugging ... to the shores of Calaveras ...
special train and getting it, he
C.O.P. and S.J.C. presidents Dr. Tully Knoles and Dr. Bawden are right along. You passengers will there's a hive of political crooks!
set a transcontinental speed rec
shown talking- to Death Valley Scotty at his castle in the northern have to bear with us until sever- Crooks and pigs on campus . ..
ord which stood for years. He
al mountains have been surmount pigs Roberts, Temple and Cruikstood Chicago and New York on sector of the valley during the spring trip of 1942.
ed, but we're on the right track. shank . . . crooks Dottie Garner
their collective ears by tossing
A condition existing in KAEO's and Audrey Hock stealing cello
$10 gold pieces in the streets to
present quarters is hard to visual pegs from rooms "G" and "H"
see newsboys scramble and tip
ize by you, its listening audience. . . . And royal—LordHampshire
ping waiters and doormen with
Pity the poor -announcer who and Duchess Stewart ... the
$100 greenbacks. He made pe
must sell his show while 25,000,- broken — Ed Trinkle ... the
riodic trips to the East from Cali
000 people are in his control bridge-hounds Jones and Magnusfornia, insisting that he was
room doing various jobs—from son, Pierce and Torvik ... the
working a secret vein of gold.
rehearsals to cutting shows to extremist, Sandy Price who went
The country found out in 1941
live release to Jim Ludlow's set home to work on his term paper
that the secret vein of gold from
ting up a new piece of equipment and worked on—his term paper
which he was garnering his
. . . and the mousetrap setterjust arrived.
riches really existed only it was
When Grand Central moves Johnny in the Bookstore who sets
two-legged and went by the name
from
Fresh Hall to Radio Quon- traps scientifically . . . and the
of A. M. Johnson.
set we will then be in positio.n to singers—Dave Goiber, Herb Bax
Johnson, a wealthy man from
offer radio at its excellence; ter and Coach Cooke on a "tiddly
Chicago, is supposed to have met
dee . . . tiddy-dun!!!
WATCH KAEO GROW.
Scotty back in 1904 when he
SORRY
TURNUP TOPS
went, a sick man, to Death Valley.
I'm told that one of last weeks
A cue to quote on international
Scotty nursed him back to health
major errors was the comment in harmony at home . . . Hawaiianand Johnson formed a liking for
the column about KAEO drown Korean, Panamnian, Chinese,
the colorful desert rat.
ing out KPO. What I meant—but Philippine, G r e e k - American's
He financed Scotty in the biulddidn't make clear was that KA Peggy Kim, Gloria Rotnery, Caro
ing of his fabulous castle and his
EO's signal is much clearer than lyn Chou, Helen and Laling
various escapades throughout the
KPO's. FORGIVEN?
country.
payo, Elizabeth Kauk and OurPEOPLE
The
Gravy
Crew—The
ones
who
prepare
the
food
and
eat
it
too—
ania Venetis . . . good will
Scotty's Castle is situated in
One of the interesting personal who get along, now homing a
the northern end of Death Valley will once more be a lively part of the spring trek to the desert lands.
ities
that spends many hours be South Hall.
at an altitude of several thousand
hind
the scenes at the Studio- Sweet T's to:
feet commanding a magnificent
castle, preferring to live in a more, Mrs. Herbert has been ap- more hours than believable is
Trooper Jeanie Cartmel
view of the valley. "The Castle,"
shack several miles distant with proached on the subject with a 1 NIon. ee Berryhill. Together with got out of the Sick Bay to P^'
according to Dr. Bawden, co-di
only packing crates for furniture. hint of reticence by the person ' his multiple technical duties, Lee her role in "The Spanish Trag
rector of the Death Valley tour,
Occasionally he will invite some interested.
j is teaching a COP class on Radio edy."
"is worth the entire trip alone.
of his intimate cronies out to this
She wishes to emphasize that (Equipment next semester. This The Good Word:
.
It is b e a u t i f u l l y furnished
"house," otherwise he prefers to this loan is active throughout the j c'ass
Mr. Pirn Passes Away Tonig
Prove invaluable to perthroughout with imported tiles,
live alone.
year and the Mu Phi chapter is t sons interested in the technical
tapestries, and furniture from
This colorful character and his anxious to make their services , aspects °f radio.
Spain and other parts of Europe."
gest wheel in the works, Leigh °
castle will be one of the high
.useful. Members of our own fac
Air-conditioned throughout, the
Eddelman, who keeps things ^
lights of the 1947 Death Valley
castle contains a large organ and
ulty owe much of their education bers, and just generally making teresting with a good studio
Tour.
a piano which are combined
to the lift this fund gave them, the campus programs bigger and chestra and original arrang
through a remote control key
and /there si no plausible reason better. Special acclaim to the big- ments.
_
why it should not help ease the
board so that both may be played
RONDO-BOUTS
by remote control simultaneously.
strain of some student's pocket(Continued from page 7)
book in the Pacific Conservatory.
As many as 20,000 people per
day have visited the castle at $1 Pacificites in these communities, Those interested please see Mrs.
a head. Scotty claims that every beware of your old music teacher, Harbert or one of the Mu Phi of
day they operate the tours they ("formeer" music teacher, that ficers immediately and talk over
lose money!
the matter. It may mean the so
is).
A guest house has been con
At a recent meeting of Mu Phi lution of your problem.
structed alongside the Castle so Epsilon, music honorary sorority,
With the debut of the new ra
that tourists may now spend the the subject of the Mu Phi stu dio studio, still news to the
night at the location. There is a dent loan was brought up. Few campus, it would seem appropo
slight charge of $25 per person to music students are aware of this to toss a few laurels to the mu
stay the night and eat breakfast financial aid which is available sicians who work hard in the
Hotel Stockton Bldg.
next morning,
129 E. WEBER AVE.
to women in either Stockton J. C. campus radio program furnishing
TEL. 2-2297
Scotty no longer lives in the ' or College of the Pacific. Further background music, special num-
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